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Product Specifications
Length Width Working Width Height Weight Noise Level

35.4” 

(900 mm)

14.2” 

(360 mm)

7.9” 

(200 mm)

39.4” 

(1000 mm)

131 lbs 

(59.4 kg)
89.4 dB(A)

WARNING:THE MAX PERMITTED NOISE LEVEL OF 89 DB(A) MAY BE EXCEEDED. NOISE LEVEL OF 100 DB(A) IS POS-

SIBLE! OPERATORS MUST WEAR NOISE-PROTECTIVE GEAR.

Product Specifications
Power Connected Loads Feed

Recommended 

Dust Collector
Vibrations

120V
120V 60 Hz 18.8A;

 for 125VAC, 20A, 5-20P plug
Manual DL2000 2.99 m/s2

WARNING:THIS MACHINE IS DESIGNED FOR WORKING HORIZONTAL SURFACES, SPECIFICALLY CHISELING AND 

DEMOLITION. ALL OTHER APPLICATIONS ARE DEEMED TO BE INCORRECT USE. THE MANUFACTURERS WILL NOT BE 

LIABLE FOR ANY DAMAGE RESULTING FROM INCORRECT USE. THE USER IS SOLELY RESPONSIBLE FOR ANY RISK.



Safety

Environment

Avoid use in dangerous environments.  

Do not use in rain, damp or wet locations, or in the presence of 

explosive atmospheres (gaseous fumes, dust, or flammable mate-

rials). Remove materials or debris that may be ignited by sparks. 
Keep work area tidy and well-lit - a cluttered or dark work area may 
lead to accidents. Extreme heat or cold may affect performance. 
Protect others in the work area and be aware of surroundings.  
Provide barriers or shields as needed to protect others from debris 
and machine operation. Children and other bystanders should be 
kept at a safe distance from the work area to avoid distracting the 
operator and/or coming into contact with the machine. Operator 
should be aware of who is around them and their proximity. Sup-
port personnel should never stand next to, in front of, or behind 
the machine while the machine is running. Operator should look 
behind them before backing up.
Do not come within 3 ft. of the machine’s perimeter during 
operation. 

Guard against electric shock.  
Ensure that machine is connected to a properly grounded outlet. 
Prevent bodily contact with grounded surfaces, e.g. pipes, radia-
tors, ranges, and refrigerators. When scoring or making cuts, 
always check the work area for hidden wires or pipes. 
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GENERAL RULES FOR SAFE OPERATION

Before use, anyone operating or performing maintenance on this equipment must read and understand this manual, as well as any labels pack-

aged with or attached to the machine and its components. Read the manual carefully to learn equipment applications and limitations, as well 

as potential hazards associated with this type of equipment. Keep manual near machine at all times. If your manual is lost or damaged, contact 

National Flooring Equipment (NFE) for a replacement. 

Personal 

Dress properly and use safety gear.  
Do not wear loose clothing; it may be caught in moving parts. 
Anyone in the work area must wear safety goggles or glasses and 
hearing protection. Wear a dust mask for dusty operations. Hard 
hats, face shields, safety shoes, etc. should be worn when speci-
fied or necessary. 
Maintain control; stay alert.  
Keep proper footing and balance, and maintain a firm grip. Ob-
serve surroundings at all times. Do not use when tired, distracted, 
or under the influence of drugs, alcohol, or any medication that 
may cause decreased control.

Keep hands away from all moving parts and tooling.  
Wear gloves when changing tooling. Remove tooling when ma-
chine is not in use and/or lower cutting head to the floor. 
Do not force equipment.  
Equipment will perform best at the rate for which it was designed. 
Excessive force only causes operator fatigue, increased wear, and 
reduced control.

Equipment

Use proper parts and accessories.  
Only use NFE-approved or recommended parts and accessories. 
Using any that are not recommended may be hazardous. 

Ensure accessories are properly installed and maintained.
Do not permanently remove a guard or other safety device when 
installing an accessory or attachment. 

Inspect for damaged parts.  
Check for misalignment, binding of moving parts, loose fasteners, 
improper mounting, broken parts, and any other conditions that 
may affect operation. If abnormal noise or vibration occurs, turn 
the machine off immediately. Do not use damaged equipment until 
repaired. Do not use if power switch does not turn machine on and 
off. For all repairs, insist on only identical NFE replacement parts.

Maintain equipment and labels.  
Keep handles dry, clean, and free from oil and grease. Keep cut-
ting edges sharp and clean. Follow instructions for lubricating and 
changing accessories. Motor and switches should be completely 
enclosed at all times with no exposed wiring. Inspect cord regu-
larly. Labels carry important information; if unreadable or missing, 
contact NFE for a free replacement. 

Avoid accidental starting; store idle equipment.  
When not in use, ensure that the machine is unplugged; do not 
turn on before plugging in. Store in a dry, secured place. Remove 

tooling when storing, and keep away from children.

Maintenance & Repairs

Begin maintenance work only when the machine is shut 

down, unplugged, and cooled down. 

Use proper cleaning agents.  

Ensure that all cleaning rags are fiber-free; do not use any aggres-

sive cleaning products.

Schedule regular maintenance check-ups. 

Ensure machine is properly cleaned and serviced. Remove all 

traces of oil, combustible fuel, or cleaning fluids from the machine 
and its connections and fittings. Retighten all loose fittings found 
during maintenance and repair work. Loose or damaged parts 

should be replaced immediately; use only NFE parts. 

Do not weld or flame-cut on the machine during repairs, or 
make changes to machine without authorization from NFE.
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Safety
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WARNINGS

Be aware of warning and cautionary information, designated by a gray text box. These areas will contain information regarding dangers to the 

operator and/or the machine and instruction to prevent injury. 

ORGANIZATIONAL MEASURES AND SAFETY

General statutory and other binding accident prevention regulations must be complied with and indicated in addition to the instruction manual. 

This type of obligation may govern, e.g. handling hazardous materials or supplying/wearing personal safety equipment and compliance with 

road traffic regulations. 
The instruction manual must be supplemented by rules, including supervisory and notifying duties, taking special operational features into ac-

count, e.g. work organization, operational sequences, and personnel used. 

Before starting any work with or on the machine, all personnel must read the instruction manual and, in particular, the section regarding safety 

instructions. This applies to everyone, but in particular those who only work on the machine occasionally, e.g. setting up, maintenance fitters, 
etc.

At regular intervals, inspections must be carried out so that personnel are safety-conscious and aware of all the risks and work in compliance 

with the instruction manual. 

Personnel must not have unprotected long hair, loose clothing, or jewelry. There is a risk of injury through hair or clothing getting stuck or being 

pulled into the machine. 

Where necessary or required by regulations, personal safety equipment must be used. All safety and warning information on the machine must 

be complied with.  

All information concerning safety and risks on the machine must be kept in a complete and legible condition. 

If changes affecting safety occur to the machine or its operational behavior, shut the machine off immediately. The reason for fault must be 

found immediately!

Alterations, extensions, and conversions that might affect safety require the approval of the manufacturer. This applies in particular to the instal-

lation of safety devices and to welding work on any supporting parts.

Schedules in the instruction manual for periodic inspections must be complied with. An adequately equipped workshop is essential for repair 

and maintenance work.

The location and instructions for using fire extinguishers must be shown on all sites.

SELECTING PERSONNEL AND THEIR QUALIFICATIONS

Only reliable personnel may carry out work on the machine. 

The statutory minimum age must be complied with. Clear fields of responsibility must be stipulated for operating, maintaining, and repairing. 
Stipulate machine operators’ responsibility with regard to road traffic regulations and authorize them to refuse instructions from third parties that 
contravene safety regulations.

Personnel in training or under instruction may only operate the machine under the supervision of an experienced person

CAUTION: SPARE PARTS MUST CONFORM TO THE MANUFACTURER’S SPECIFICATIONS. THIS IS ALWAYS GUARANTEED WITH NFE 

ORIGINAL PARTS.

WARNING: WORK ON ELECTRICAL PARTS OF THE MACHINE MUST BE CARRIED OUT BY A QUALIFIED ELECTRICIAN OR BY 

EXPERIENCED PERSONS UNDER THE SUPERVISION OF A QUALIFIED ELECTRICIAN IN COMPLIANCE WITH REGULATIONS GOVERN-

ING ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING. 
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SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS FOR NORMAL OPERATIONS

Never work in a way that might impair safety. 

Measures must be taken to ensure that the machine can only be operated in a safe and reliable condition. Never use the machine unless all 

safety devices and equipment affecting safety, e.g. detachable safety equipment, emergency switches, and dust collectors, are in place and 

working. 

Check the machine at least once every day for external damage and defects. 

If function faults occur, switch the machine off immediately and secure it. Disconnect from any electrical connections right away. 

When working in the open, guard the machine’s working area with a clearance on all sides of at least 6.6 ft (2 m). 

Faults must be eliminated immediately. 

Switch the machine ON and OFF as shown in this manual. Before switching the machine on, make sure that no one can be endangered when 

the machine starts up. Never switch off or remove dust collectors when the machine is running. 

When extending the main cord, use only extension cords that are dimensioned in accordance with the machine’s total output and with current 

regulations.

MAINTENANCE AND TROUBLESHOOTING DURING WORK

Always switch machine to the OFF position before starting any maintenance work. 

Read through the entire manual to ensure that all safety instructions are followed. 

Maintenance and inspection work and schedules in this manual must be complied with. 

This machine must only be operated by skilled and authorized personnel. 

Always inform the operating personnel before starting any special or maintenance work.

Whenever work is carried out that affects the machine’s operations, safety devices, inspection, etc., the procedures within this instruction 

manual must be complied with. 

Ensure dust collector usage complies with all safety instructions in this manual. 

When the machine is switched off completely for maintenance and repairs, secure it against unintended startup by unplugging it. 

Always empty the dust collector’s container or bag before shipping. Comply with current waste disposal regulations; if necessary, contact your 

local authority. Never use aggressive cleaners! Use non-fiber cloths. Always tighten screwed connections that were loosened for maintenance 
work. 

If safety equipment has to be dismantled for part replacement, maintenance, or repairs, always install and check the safety devices immediately 

after completing the work. 

Always dispose of materials and supplies safely and protect the environment. 

WARNING: ALL MACHINERY CAN BE DANGEROUS FOR OPERATING, MAINTENANCE, AND REPAIR PERSONNEL IF USED INCOR-

RECTLY. OWNERS ARE RESPONSIBLE FOR COMPLIANCE WITH SAFETY REGULATIONS DURING OPERATIONS AND MAINTENANCE 

OF THE SAFETY DEVICES SUPPLIED WITH THE MACHINE, AND FOR PROVIDING SUITABLE SAFETY DEVICES. IT IS STRICTLY 

PROHIBITED TO REMOVE OR CHANGE THE SECURITY SYSTEM OF THE MACHINE!

WARNING: ALL PERSONS IN THE VICINITY OF THE MACHINE WHEN IT IS RUNNING MUST WEAR SAFETY GOGGLES WITH SIDE 

PROTECTORS, HEARING PROTECTION, AND SAFETY SHOES. OPERATORS MUST WEAR CLOSE-FITTING CLOTHES. 

WARNING: DURING THE FLOOR PREPARATION, UPCOMING DUST IS A HEALTH RISK. YOU MUST USE A PROFESSIONAL DUST 

COLLECTOR AND HIGH QUALITY RESPIRATORY PROTECTION WHILE USING THE MACHINE. 

Safety
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SAFETY OFF POSITION

The machine is in safety OFF position when the machine is unable to endanger anyone. 

In order to put the machine into the safety OFF position, first turn off the machine and wait until the drives come to a complete stop. Once the 
drives have stopped, turn off the dust collector and unplug both the machine and dust collector. 

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING REGULATIONS

Electrical equipment must be checked regularly. Defects such as loose connections or scorched cables must be corrected immediately. Contact 

a qualified electrician or the NFE customer service. 
Do not start work until you are familiar with the electrical engineering regulations that apply to your area, and until the responsible electrician 

has given the necessary authorization. 

Safety

405974_RevB
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DESCRIPTION OF MACHINE

Features:

• Switch box

• Quick lifter

• Connection to dust collector

• Depth setting

• Machine housing

NFE’s 110-8 scarifiers are supplied with a 120V electric motor. Scarifiers with a working width of 7.9” (200 mm) are sturdy and powerful machines 
that can be used on any surface. The fine settings of the working depth guarantee that the subsurface is protected. Fitted with the appropriate 
tools, the 110-8 scarifiers can be used for various applications:

• Scarifying concrete

• Cleaning any type of surface

• Removing coatings and adhesives

• Scoring concrete surfaces

• De-rusting metal surfaces, e.g. ship decks and tanks

• Grinding-away and de-scaling

• Preparing surfaces for new toppings

The depth settings enable the appropriate cutting tools to be used at the highest level of efficiency

SWITCHBOX

The switchbox is fitted with ON, emergency stop, and security switches.
1. ON switch

2. Emergency stop button

ON SWITCH

The ON switch is located on the switchbox. Before turning the machine 

on, use the quick lifter to lift the scarifier drum in order to prevent the 
motor from starting or coasting under a full load. 

EMERGENCY STOP SWITCH AND RESTART

The large red button is the emergency stop switch; pressing this button will cut off the current to the drive immediately. In order to restart the 

machine, push the ON switch.

UNDER-VOLTAGE RELEASE

An integrated under-voltage release cuts off the current supply immediately if, e.g. the fuse falls out, current fluctuations occur, or a cable is 
damaged. 

OPERATING ELEMENTS

QUICK LIFTER

The 110-8 scarifier has a quick lifter for the scarifier drum. The quick lifter can be used to lift the scarifier drum, without altering the cutting depth, 
in order to move the machine. 
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STEPLESS DEPTH ADJUSTMENT 

Turn the setting wheel or hand wheel to set the cutting depth so that the individual cutting wheels bite correctly (scratch) and the desired surface 

quality and structure is obtained. The stepless depth setting enables the milling tool to be set as deep as required on the surface to be treated 

and no deeper. 

The cutting depth should only be set on the surface to be treated “deep” enough so that the cutting tools are thrown up without obstruction 

through centrifugal force and can turn freely on the lateral axles. If the depth setting has been set correctly, the machine will run quietly and 

evenly. 

WHEEL STOPPER

The machine is equipped with a wheel stopper on the left back side to ensure its absolute fixation. 

SCARIFIER DRUM

The scarifier drum is the heart of the machine. The scarifier drum has a very simple structure. The individual cutting tools are slid onto the lateral 
axles with spacers as shown in the enclosed assembly plan. The spacers ensure that there is sufficient clearance between the cutting tools. 
The enclosed component diagram takes into account a required lateral play of approximately .12”-.2” (3-5 mm) for the cutting tools. 

CUTTING TOOLS

A variety of different cutting tools enable the 110-8 scarifier to be refitted with ease for each application or to match each surface. All these 
machines work on the principle of loose cutting tools on an axle. The rotation of the scarifier drum generates a centrifugal force at the lateral 
axle which “throws up” the cutting tools so that they come into contact with the surface to be treated. 

General Information

1) Scarifier drum

2) Axle

3) Safety panel

4) Safety screw

5) Belleville washer

6) Security nut

7) Cutting tool

8) Spacer

405974_RevB
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TRANSPORTING WITH A VEHICLE

When transporting the machine, make sure that impact damage is avoided. Use straps to secure the machine on the vehicle. Use at least two 

straps and secure the machine firmly. 

TRANSPORTING BY HAND

Before you can move the machine, you must actuate the quick lifter (see Section 3). The machine can be moved easily by hand. 

The machine is transported in parts: (1) machine, and (2) general accessories. 

TRANSPORT WITH LIFTING GEAR 

If you want to move the machine with lifting gear such as a crane or elevator, note the maximum permitted weights. Use only approved and 

tested slings. See Section 1 for the machine weight or check the serial number plate. 

Transport

405974_RevB
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Preparation and Starting

PREPARATION

Before starting, make sure that all safety housings are in place and that the dust collector has been correctly connected.  Handle all plugs, cables, tubes, 

and operating elements with care. Avoid contact with live conductors. 

If you have problems with the power supply during assembly and starting, contact a qualified electrician. Work on electrical parts may be carried out by 
qualified personnel only. 
Regular inspections are important to prevent breakdowns. Before starting:

• Check that all machine components have been correctly assembled. 

• Check that all screws and other fasteners are tight. 

• Check the scarifier drums for foreign bodies and remove them.
• Check the scarifier drum, housing, and fastening screws for damage and wear. 
• Check the tube connections for leaks. 

• Empty the bag or container of the dust collector.

• Check the electrical connections for dirt and foreign body deposits. 

• Check the electric motors for dirt and other impurities.

• Check the main cable and dust hose for damage. 

Replace and repair all damaged parts before starting the machine. Then, 

1. Bring the machine and the dust collector to the surface you want to work. To move the machine by hand, actuate the quick lift handle as shown in 

the Transport Section.

2. Connect the machine and the dust collector to the dust hose. Use hose clamps at the connections. 

3. Connect the electricity cable for the dust collector to the site terminal.

4. Connect the scarifier cable to terminal. 

STARTING THE MACHINE

Before starting the machine, ensure all safety regulations are adhered to! 

The gear belt must run parallel on both driving discs. The belt must be tight, but not too tight. Never operate the machine without the belt guard. 

To start the machine, take the following steps:

1. Switch the dust collector on.

2. Ensure that the brake/wheel stopper on the machine is clamped tight.

3. Check that the scarifier drum is in the OFF position (i.e. lifted by means of the quick lift handle).
4. Using the hand wheel, turn the depth setting completely back (counterclockwise) so that the scarifier drum cannot touch the ground when the 

machine is lowered. 

5. Press the black ON switch. 

6. Release the brake/wheel stopper.

7. Lower the scarifier drum slowly with the quick lift handle. 
8. Depending on the surface you want to work, you can now use the hand wheel to set the cutting depth until you obtain the surface profile you want. 

Grasp the handle securely while setting the cutting depth. 

If the cutting depth is too deep, this will have a negative effect on the machine. Instead of cleaning or cutting, the cutters will block; causing the machine to 

run unevenly and “jump.”

By pushing the machine you can now work the surface without any effort at all. The feed rate depends on the characteristics of the surface and the surface 

structure you want to obtain. A push/pull operation may work best while moving the machine forward.

405974_RevB



TURNING THE MACHINE OFF

1. Lift the scarifier drum from the surface with the quick lift handle. 
2. Press the emergency OFF switch.

3. Set the main switch of the dust collector to OFF.

4. If the machine will be turned off for a long period of time, pull the plug out. Protect electric motors against moisture, heat, dust, and impact; cover the 

machine with a plastic sheet. 

SAFETY SWITCH

Before carrying out any repairs, set the machine to the safety OFF position and cut off the power supply (pull the plug out).

Operation
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OPERATIONS

Normally, starting and operating machine is the same procedure as described in Section 5. Work should be carried out in parallel tracks and in 

such a way that the dust hose and the electric cable do not become twisted. 

Make sure that vehicles, such as forklift trucks, and other appliances do not drive over the electric cable and the dust hose. 

FEED RATE

Choosing the right feed rate is important for good results. If the surface is uneven, you can vary the feed rate during the process to obtain uniform 

results. 

The feed rate depends on the material of the surface being worked and required profile. To select the correct feed rate, inspect the surface and 
vary the rate in dependence on the desired penetration depth. 

RECOMMENDED SCARIFYING DIRECTIONS

Place the dust collector near a mains connection. Place the scarifier near the dust collector and unroll the hose. Work with the scarifier when the 
hose is unrolled in the other direction by repeating the working process away from the dust collector. 

CAUTION: MAKE SURE THAT ALL ROTATING PARTS HAVE COME TO A COMPLETE STANDSTILL BEFORE YOU START ANY INSPEC-

TION OR MAINTENANCE WORK. MAKE SURE THE MACHINE IS SET TO THE PRESCRIBED SAFETY OFF POSITION.

1) Dust collector

2) Dust hose

3) Machine



Troubleshooting Guide
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Problem Possible Cause Solution

Excessive vibration
Imbalance as result of worn or broken cutting 

tools
Replace all worn or broken tools

Unusual noise

Defective bearing
Check drive shaft bearing and replace if neces-

sary

Incorrect tension of gear belt Check gear belt tension and alter if necessary

Defective motor Replace motor

Reduced or no milling performance

The cutters have reached limit of wear Replace worn components

Use of cutting tools that are not suitable for that 

task

Replace tools and use suitable cutter types for 

the surface being treated

Controller cannot be switched on Motor protective switch triggered Check the main connection and switch on again

Motor does not start

Defective fuses or circuit breakers in site power 

supply (by others)
Contact a qualified electrician

Break in extension cable.

Refer to the manufacturer’s instructions or contact customer service

405974_RevB



Maintenance

MAINTENANCE INFORMATION

Breakdowns caused by insufficient and unprofessional maintenance can lead to very high repair costs and long downtimes. Regular 
maintenance is essential. Operational safety and the service life of the machine depend on several factors, including proper maintenance.

The following table contains information on schedules, inspections, and maintenance for normal working. The times are based on daily use. 

If the number of working hours shown here is not reached in the corresponding period, the period may be extended. However, a complete 

inspection must take place every year.

Because operation conditions can vary considerably, it is not possible to state in advance how often checks for wear, inspections, maintenance, 

and repairs are necessary. A practical inspection schedule should be drawn up taking the operating conditions into account. Contact NFE if you 

require further assistance.

MAINTENANCE AND INSPECTION LIST

12 hours after repairs Daily and before starting work Yearly

• Check all safety devices are 

functioning as designed. 

• Check all accessible screw 

connections for correct fit. 

• Check main pipe for damage. 

• Check the hose to the dust collector for 

damage. 

• Check whether there are any foreign bodies 

in the scarifier drum. 
• Check that the bag or container of the dust 

collector is empty.

• Check the scarifier drum, lateral axle, 
cutting tools, and housing for wear. 

• Check the tension of the gear belt; tighten if 

needed.

• Full overhaul and cleaning of the complete 

machine. 

REPAIRS

We recommend that the repairs of the machine our carried out by NFE or our authorized dealers. This manual only describes repairs that occur 

during maintenance work or when replacing worn parts. 

Always keep stocks of spare parts that cannot be supplied at short notice. Production losses are usually more expensive than the costs of the 

spare part. Any screw you remove must be replaced in the same quality and design. 

Only use NFE original parts.

SCARIFIER DRUM

The scarifier drum is a highly stressed component of the machine and special attention should be paid to it during maintenance and repairs. If 
the scarifier drum is replaced, always clean and lubricate the drive shaft, so that the next time the drum is replaced rust or deposits of dirt do not 
make work more difficult. 
If the scarifier drum has to be dismantled during maintenance or repair, ensure that cutting tools and spacers are placed properly during 
reassembly. Ensure that holes in the cover plate for the lateral axle are not worn out and that the screws are tight.

To obtain an even, clean pattern on the surface you want to work, make sure to set the right cutting depth and the right components for the 

scarifier drum, as well as the right cutting tools for the surface. 
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WARNING: BEFORE BEGINNING ANY REPAIR WORK ON THE MACHINE, MAKE SURE THAT IT IS TURNED OFF AND 

DISCONNECTED FROM THE POWER SOURCE.



If the scarifier drum is incorrectly fitted, this will lead to the machine being unbalanced and to excessive wear. NFE does not provide warranty 
for defective parts of any kind that point to being damaged by incorrect assembly. 

The following two factors influence the pattern:
• The feed speed must be adapted to the surface structure. 

• The right cutting tools must be selected for each application.

Warranty claims also lapse if non-original NFE parts and cutting tools are used. 

EQUIPMENT

The component examples enclosed with the manual have been tested and display an even milling pattern. 

The selection of tool types and the component arrangement are among the most important factors for optimum efficiency.
Incorrect component arrangement for the scarifier drum leads to extreme wear and reduces the performance. 

REPLACING THE DRUM

Before beginning any repair work on the machine and its drives, make sure that it cannot be switched on accidentally. Set the machine to the 

safety OFF position (Section 2).

Dismantling:

1. Unscrew the fastening screw for the side panel and remove the panel by pulling it away from the machine housing. 

2. Pull the scarifier drum off the drive shaft. 
Installation:

1. Clean the drive shaft and grease it evenly. 

2. Slide the scarifier drum onto the drive shaft up to the stop. 
3. When fitting the side panel, make sure that the bearing unit is correctly fitted. Never use the machine without the side panel, or if the 

panel has been incorrectly fitted.

GEAR BELT

Before beginning any repair work on the machine and its drives, make sure that it cannot be 

switched on accidentally. Set the machine to the safety OFF position (Section 2).

Removing: 

1. Remove the screws for the gear belt guard.

2. If necessary, slacken the belt tension* and remove it. 

 *The gear belt is tensed by means of the motor plate. The motor can be “raised” or 

 “lowered” by means of the hexagonal nuts above and below the motor plate. Raising 

 or lowering the motor tenses the gear belt or slackens it. 

Installation:

1. Place the gear belt on the toothed disk and tense it. 

2. Make sure that the gear belt is parallel and has the correct initial stress. Depth of impression: approx. 5 mm.

MOTOR

The motor is designed for a long service life. Unusual noises, functional faults, or breakdowns indicate damage to the motor. 

In the event of functional faults, refer to the manufacturer’s instructions. If a functional fault cannot be eliminated, notify the NFE customer 

service.

Maintenance
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Spare Parts and Diagrams
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STANDARD - INCLUDED WITH UNIT

405302 - COMPLETE DRUM ASSEMBLY W/ MILLING CUTTERS (KR-8) AND WASHERS
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Spare Parts and Diagrams

OPTIONAL UPGRADES

402165     

DRUM COMPLETE W/ CUTTERS (HMT-5-40)                        

CUTTER W/ TUNGSTEN POINTS (76)

WASHER (112)

WASHER (4)

402168     

DRUM COMPLETE W/ CUTTERS (TMO-7-15)

CUTTER W/ TUNGSTEN POINTS (24)

WASHER (126)

WASHER (8)
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Spare Parts and Diagrams
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Part Number Description

402164 Belt, Gear

402165 Drum, HMT-5-40 Cutters, Complete

402166 Cutters HMT-5-40, Set of 76

402167 Washers, HMT-5-40, Set

402168 Drum, TMO-7-15 Cutters, Complete

402169 Shaft, Drum, HMT & TMO

402170 Cutters, TMO-7-15, Set

402171 Washers, TMO-7-15, Set

402173 Drum, 5 Shafts

402191 Drum, Scoring, 5 Blades

402192 Drum, Scoring, 3 Blades

402194 Cutters, TSR-7.5, Set

402195 Washers, TSR-5.5 & TSR 7.5, Set

402211 Drum, TSR-5.5 Cutters, Complete

402212 Cutters, TSR-5.5, Set

402213 Shaft, Drum, TSR

405302 Drum, KR-8 Cutters, Complete

405976 Cutters, with Washers, KR-8 with ZS, Set

SERVICE PARTS
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National Flooring Equipment Inc. (referred to as “The Company”) warrants that each new unit manufactured by The Company to be free from 

defects in materials and workmanship in normal use and service for a period of twelve (12) months from date of shipment from The Company 

to the end user.  If shipment to end user is from a Distributor, The Company may honor warranty for up to 15 months from initial shipment from 

the Company if the end user can provide documentation of receipt date. Accessories or equipment furnished and installed on the product by the 

Company but manufactured by others, including but not limited to: engines, motors, electrical components, transmissions etc., shall carry the 

accessory manufacturers own warranty. Battery warranties are prorated over the warranty period. Customer is responsible for the inspection of 

equipment or parts upon delivery. Freight damages are excluded from this warranty.   

The Company, at its determination of defect, will repair or replace any product or part deemed to be defective in material or workmanship within 

specified warranty time period. All product determinations and / or repairs will take place at The Company repair facility or at a certified warranty 
location designated by The Company. The Company will coordinate and be responsible for all freight expenses associated with valid war-

ranty claims. Freight and shipping expenses associated with abuse or misuse will be back charged to the Distributor/Customer. The Company 

reserves the right to modify, alter or improve any part / parts without incurring any obligation to replace any part / parts previously sold without 

such modified, altered or improved part / parts. In no event shall the seller or manufacturer of the product be liable for special, incidental, or 
consequential damages, including loss of profits, whether or not caused by or resulting from the negligence of seller and / or the manufacturer 
of the product unless specifically provided herein. This warranty shall not apply to any products or portions there of which have been 

subjected to abuse, misuse, improper installation or operation, lack of recommended maintenance, electrical failure or abnormal con-

ditions, and to products which have been tampered with, altered, modified, repaired, reworked by anyone not approved or authorized 
by the Company or used in any manner inconsistent with the provisions of the above or any instructions or specifications provided 
with or for the product. Any and all unauthorized onsite warranty work conducted by unauthorized personnel or any outside person(s), is not 

covered by The Company unless the work has been pre-authorized by a predetermined manufacturer representative. This warranty excludes 

wearable parts and/or consumables. 

Defective or failed material or equipment shall be held at the purchaser’s premises until authorization has been granted by The Company to re-

turn or dispose of defective products. Products returned to The Company for inspection must be returned with a manufacturer authorized Return 

Material Authorization (RMA), and must be packaged to The Company’s specifications to avoid damage during shipment.  Any unauthorized 
return of equipment will be declined at the dock by The Company. Any non-approved items returned with approved returned items are subject 

to rejection and will not be credited. Credit will be issued for material found to be defective upon The Company’s inspection based on prices at 

time of purchase. 

TO OBTAIN SERVICE CONTACT NATIONAL FLOORING EQUIPMENT, INC. TOLL FREE AT 800-245-0267 FOR A REPAIR 

AUTHORIZATION NUMBER. COD FREIGHT RETURNS WILL NOT BE ACCEPTED. FREIGHT COLLECT SHIPMENTS WILL 

NOT BE ACCEPTED. WARRANTY REPAIRS MUST BE ACCOMPANIED BY DATE OF PURCHASE RECEIPT AND A RETURN/

REPAIR AUTHORIZATION NUMBER. 

RETURN/REPAIR AUTHORIZATION NUMBER:  _____________________________________________

MACHINE SERIAL NUMBER: ____________________________________________________________
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9250 Xylon Avenue N • Minneapolis, MN 55445  •  U.S.A.

 Toll-free 800-245-0267 • Phone 763-315-5300 • Fax 800-648-7124 • Fax 763-535-8255

Web Site: www.nationalequipmentdirect.com • E-Mail: info@nationalequipment.com


